Pseudoreplication conventions are testable hypotheses.
Hurlbert's conceptions of pseudoreplication, such as the loss of independent replicates with repeated sampling over time and the lack of appropriate spatial interspersion of experimental units to achieve statistical independence, are really theoretical hypotheses that warrant empirical confirmation or disconfirmation. Schank and Koehnle have provided a valuable service to researchers in ecology, conservation biology, and animal behavior using logical argument and repeated Monte Carlo simulations to challenge Hurlbert's theoretical assumptions about statistical independence. Their simulations showed that averaging samples to produce a single datum destroys the information within experimental units and is mathematically equivalent to the treatment level in a nested analysis of variance. Such results counter Hurlbert's argument that pooling is wrong. Rigid thinking about sampling, as engendered by Hurlbert's pseudoreplication arguments, does not promote the exploration of new methodologies and there is something disturbingly inconsistent with the scientific method when journal editors and reviewers adopt Hurlbert's pseudoreplication arguments unquestionably.